EULA (END USER LICENSE AGREEMENT)
FREE FONT LICENSE

v. 1.2

Definitions
• “End-User” refers to you either as individual or single entity.
• “EULA” refers to this End-User License Agreement.
• “ This Software” refers to the set of font files, or to any part of it, and any documentation released under this End-User
License Agreement.
• “You” refers to the individual or single entity downloading and using this This Software. The terms “You” and ”End-User”
both refer to You.
• “Author” refers to Jan Tonellato – typography.synthview.com, who designed and programmed the font Software and
owns its exclusive intellectual property.

Preamble
This EULA End-User License Agreement is a legal agreement between End-User, either as individual or single entity, and
the Author and allows a non-exclusive and unlimited-in-duration permission to use this Software.
Nothing in this EULA shall be deemed to transfer to End-User any patent, copyright or other intellectual property right
except as expressly set forth herein.
By downloading this Software, You agree to this EULA in all its terms and conditions. If you don’t agree to any of the
following terms and conditions, you may not use this Software.

Scope
You can use this Software for any non-commercial and commercial work.

Electronic documents embedding
This Software may be embedded into portable electronic documents such as Pdf.

Web embedding
You are allowed to use this Software without prior permission or credit on websites/web-applications when bitmap images or vectors (swf) only are generated or when using it with utilities like sIFR.
When doing it, you must provide the highest protection level for embedded fonts preventing this Software to be downloaded and restricting its usage to a single domain.
You are allowed to embed this Software in your web site (@font-face) only if you credit this Software’s name and put a
visible link to http://typography.synthview.com on at least one page of the site itself. Alternatively, you are allowed to
use this Software by adding the following line (setting the proper font name) into your web site’s CSS, next to the lines
embedding it:
/* [Full font name] is a font by Jan Tonellato http://typography.synthview.com */

Software embedding
You can embed this Software into an other software, without altering the provided files, if all following conditions are
achieved:
1. you must obtain a prior written authorisation from the Author;
2. you must credit the Author, this Software name and this Software’s URL somewhere in your software;
		
2.1.t he credit placement must be specified in the authorisation request. Any credit placement
change make the previous embedding authorisation fail and needs a new authorisation request;
		
2.2. the credit text must be specified in the authorisation request. Any credit text change makes the
previous embedding authorisation fail and needs a new authorisation request.
You may embed this Software without crediting the Author for an additional licensing fee. Please contact the vendor for
further informations.
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Conversion
You are not allowed to convert this Software in any format without a prior written permission from the Author.

Editing /alternig
You are not allowed to edit, decompile, alter or modify this Software in any way nor to create any derivative work.

Number of users and sharing
You are allowed to install and use this Software on any number of computers, output devices and for any number of users.
You are allowed to share this Software inside your company or office, by hard drive supports or intranet, as a restricted
access to it is assured.
You are allowed to share this Software with your printing and rendering services.
You can make unlimited number of personal archive copies of this Software.

Distribution
You are strictly forbidden to sell, resell, lease or charge for access to this Software.
You are not allowed to publish and/or openly distribute this Software on any offline or online product/platform, without
a prior written permission from the Author.
You are nevertheless allowed to link this Software’s web page from your support.

Copyright & intellectual property
This Software, both as artwork and font file, was entirely made by Jan Tonellato - http://typography.synthview.com who
owns all its authorship rights, including intellectual property.

Disclaimer of warranties
You understand and agree that your use of this Software is entirely at your own risk and that it is provided «As Is». This
shall include, but not be limited to, implied warranties of merchantability and fitness for a particular purpose and noninfringement of copyright, patent, trademark, or other right.

Limitation of liability
You understand and agree that the Author shall in no event be liable for any direct, indirect, incidental, consequential, or
exemplary damages. This shall include, but not be limited to damages for loss of profits, business interruption, business
reputation or goodwill, loss of programs or information or other intangible loss. The above limitation shall apply whether
or not the Author has been advised of or should have been aware of the possibility of such damages. In jurisdictions where
the exclusion or limitation of liability for consequential or incidental damages is not allowed the liability of this Software is
limited to the greatest extent permitted by law.

Applicable law and assignment of jurisdiction
You accept this EULA to be exclusively governed by French law. In the absence of an amicable settlement, any dispute that
may arise due to the interpretation or execution of the present EULA shall be submitted to the competent jurisdiction of
the Paris court of first instance of general jurisdiction (Tribunal de grande instance de Paris - 75).

Final notes
End-users may not use this Software for any racist, sexist, discriminatory purposes.
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